Beauty...
Beyond a Lifetime
The little extras:
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GOODWIN
Heart Pine Company

Fun Accessories for Your Wood Floors

Feet for Your furniture!

Self stick or tap on pads on your furniture
are your #1 best protection. Change them periodically on chairs that are moved often.
Ask your local floor store for E.Z. Glides or
Safeglides, or you can order from Wood Craft
Wood Floors (www.woodcraftwoodfloors.com)
at 800.200.1201
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Wood Plugs or Cut Nails!
For an authentic restoration, Goodwin makes
wood plugs in various sized to match your floor.
For nails, call Tremont at 800.842.0560
(www.tremontnail.com)
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Complements! Complements!

Blend wood floor into your home with wood vents,
moulding, thresholds, fireplace mantles and borders.
Even simple inlay designs can add a lot of interest.
Contact us to find out all the possibilities. Here are a
couple of pictures to show you some choices.
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Real Wood Furniture for Real Wood Floors!
There is a sense of romance and pride that comes from shaping rare, historic
woods into individual works of art. This furniture is such a wonderful legacy, for
both us and our clients.
Goodwin–Webb Cabinet Makers

Easy to Care for Finish
The wood comes to life the moment the oil
touches the surface. We use a mixture of oils
and wax that is flexible, adds hardness and is
easy to maintain Compared to sprayed on finishes that ship over tome, you never have to
replace this finish. All you ever have to do is
clean and possibly rewax.

There are No Short Cuts
Each dovetail is hand chiseled. The drawer
design came from studying the finest antiques.
Beveled bottoms that fit snugly into grooves in
the box, while light, add sturdiness to the
overall piece.

Yesterday’s Tradition–
Today’s Common Sense
It was the joinery that people values so
highly and that make today’s antiques still
sturdy. We produce furniture that is not only
elegant and useful; it also is strong and
durable and stands the test of time.

Warm wishes for enjoyment of your Goodwin wood products for many years.
The entire team at Goodwin Heart Pine Company
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